
Candidate Name: ______________________________________________

1 Have you sat on a governance board before and, if so, what do you feel is the role of an effective 
board?

2 An effective library offers relevant services and strives to meet the needs of the community while at the 
same time always looking for efficiencies and continuous improvements.  What strategies/approaches 
do you feel are necessary in order to ensure the optimum balance between service delivery and 
operational efficiencies?

CONSIDERATIONS:                                                                                                                                                                                   
- Extent candidate sees the need/value in ongoing, open communication between staff and Board at the NPL with 
Council and staff at the Town; is there a genuine focus on win- win scenarios with the resident being the ultimate 
benefactor.
- Extent candidate sees NPL as “a” key piece of an overall effective municipal service delivery system.
- Extent candidates are aware of and can articulate how in their view NPL can meet ever changing community 
needs.  Changing role of libraries in general to embracing technology, being social centres for many 
individuals/groups in the community, etc.
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3 What does collaboration mean to you?

CONSIDERATIONS:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
- Team oriented, able to effectively contribute to group business                                                                                                                       
- Able to work as part of a group with a common goal

4 How do you see the Town and the Library Board relationship today and what do you see as the 
potential in this regard as we move forward?

CONSIDERATIONS:                                                                                                                                                                                                         
- Knowledge of past Library/Town Task Force.  Knowledge of recent/ongoing collaboration successes (e.g. program 
guide partnership, museum display in NPL, booking room coordination, NPL increased presence in other Town 
facilities, etc)
- Extent candidate sees increased dialogue with the Town and need for creative, new ways of doing things that can 
lead to increased operational efficiencies

5 Do you have any questions at all?
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